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9 Pots Of Gold Slot. Join Lucky Lad Flynn and reach the end of the rainbow in the popular 9 Pots of Gold
slot! Developed by Gameburger Studios, this Irish-themed slot allows you to collect all of Flynn’s Pots of
Gold and benefit from awesome payouts! Enjoy a whole new take on the Irish slot theme and spin for the
chance to win up to 2,000x your bet per spin. Stacked Pots of Gold land with a shower of riches and an
explosion of rainbows to provide you with the best gaming experience ever. Discover more about this

unique game in our in-depth 9 Pots of Gold Slot Review. Play With These Top Bonuses. 9 Pots Of Gold

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


Slot Review. Last Updated At 09/06/2022. Table of Contents. About 9 Pots of Gold Slot Design,
Symbols and Graphics RTP, Variance and Payouts Gameplay and Features 9 Pots of Gold Slot on

Mobile 9 Pots of Gold Slot Demo Our Verdict. Building on the success of 9 Masks of Fire, Gameburger
Studios released a clone that uses the same layout and exciting gameplay but with an Irish twist. In this

release, you’ll be taken to Emerald Isle and its pots of gold to meet Lucky Lad Flynn. The game has
several features, including a free spins bonus, as well as nine instant payouts, of which the jackpot prize

amounts to 2000x multiplied by the bet. 9 Pots of Gold - A word from the developer: "Join Lucky Lad
Flynn at the end of the rainbow and if you collect all 9 of his Pots of Gold, you’ll be as crazy rich as he is!
Lucky Lad Flynn is no stranger to the high life! In fact, he is downright spoiled! He has amassed a huge
fortune over time, gathering various pots of gold here and there and living large by dressing in the finest
golden silks, the most glittering jewelry and accessories, and dancing the nights away knowing he’s the
richest in the land! But now he wants to share his wealth with you! Enjoy a whole new take on one of the
most popular land-based and online game genres of all time! Stacked Pots of Gold land with a shower
of riches and an explosion of rainbows as scatter triggered jackpots award escalating jackpot payouts!
Any 7’s pay mixed and Wilds abound with stacked Pots of Gold scatters that paying up to 2000 times

bet staked." About 9 Pots of Gold Slot. 9 Pots of Gold slot is a reel adventure that takes place on 3 rows
and 5 reels. The game is all about the look and feel of Emerald Isle, as there is an abundance of clover,

toadstool mushrooms, cylinder hats, harps and other symbols that depict the essence of luck as it is
popularly held to appear to the people of Ireland. The game plays with 20 active paylines to form winning
combinations. In order to win, you need to land 3 or more matching symbols across a payline, from left to

right. But, before that, make sure to set your preferred bet per spinning session, which can range from
£0.20 to £60. In addition to winning potentials in the base game, the 9 Pots of Gold slot comes with two

bonus features. There is the free spins bonus and a wheel of fortune game that can lead to greater
winnings. The kicker, however, comes with a bonus called Pot Ways, which can lead to multipliers of up

to 2000x on that lucky triggering bet. Design, Symbols and Graphics. In terms of the graphics design, the
9 Pots of Gold slot is a full-blown video game with lots of moving parts and animation. Simply said, the
slots experts at Gameburger Studios have built upon their previous release and created a better visual
representation of 9 Masks of Fire. Essential that the game and 9 Pots of Gold slot look very much alike.
The winning outcomes are accentuated by a rush of light and the shimmer of gold. Scatters and wilds
stopping on the reels cause the reel set to shake, and the leprechauns can be seen celebrating your
wins in a funk of joy. Furthermore, the slots developers had hired some talented musicians who had

produced an Irish-themed soundtrack to your gameplay, so that you are never left without any musical
company while playing. On the reels, you’ll come across a variety of symbols, such as bars, four-leaf

clovers, leprechaun hats, gold harps, single 7s, double 7s and treble 7s. Moreover, there is a mushroom
symbol that acts as a wild and substitutes for all symbols to help you form winning lines. Finally, the pot is

the scatter symbol and it triggers the bonus round. RTP, Variance and Payouts of 9 Pots of Gold Slot.
We were surprised to see that a game that has several instant cash payouts has been given a

theoretical RTP amount that is above the average of 96.00%. Although it is only slightly higher than that,
at 96.24%, it is still remarkable because most slots with in-game jackpot prizes usually have lower RTP
percentages. In terms of the variance, here it’s medium, which is another impressive fact. This means

that you have equal chances of landing both low and high-sized winnings. In terms of winnings, the
maximum you can land here is capped at 2,000x the stake. The above-mentioned metrics and models
are explained in detail in our Variance, Volatility and RTP Guide. Gameplay and Features on 9 Pots of
Gold Slot. This Irish-themed slot has won the hearts of many players thanks to its bonus features and
high payouts. In this section, we’ll explore the main features that make the 9 Pots of Gold slot worth

playing! Free Spins Feature. As we said, the 9 Pots of Gold slot has a free spins bonus which is the
most anticipated outcome in the gameplay. You need to land at least 3 clover free spins symbols on the
same spin. Then, a wheel will spin to determine the number of free spins and the multiplier that you’ve
won. The possible outcomes are 10, 12, 15, 20, 25 or 30 spins with a multiplier of 2x or 3x on the win.

Pot Pays Feature. The second scatter symbol in the game is the pot, which can lead to prizes that range
between the winning bet itself to all the way to 2000x on the winning bet. This depends on the number of

pots you get on the reel-set, between three and nine. This feature works just like the 9 Masks of Fire
feature on the slot of the same name. 9 Pots of Gold Slot on Mobile. The 9 Pots of Gold slot is a mobile-

optimised game that you can play on Windows, iOs and Android. It is ready for instant play through
mobile browsers, without downloading anything additional. 9 Pots of Gold Slot Demo. Playing the 9 Pots

of Gold slot demo is much like playing the original 9 Pots of Gold online slot game. You can play the 9



Pots of Gold demo at online casinos that host demo slots. Once you start the free play, you’ll see that it
looks and plays exactly the same as the real version, and you can set off the reels spinning in seamless
gaming action. One main difference between the full version and the other is that the free play requires
no deposit from you to enjoy the gameplay, while to play the real version, you need to place a bet with
your own money. Other Gameburger Studios Slots. Hyper Strike HyperSpins - a retro-themed slot that
follows a similar layout as the 9 Pots of Gold slot. Packed with the HyperSpins feature, the game offers
wilds, multipliers, and free spins. You can win up to 2,000x your bet per spin. Playboy Fortunes - this slot
is packed with a scatter symbol that triggers a free spins bonus, a wild that substitutes for all standard
symbols, and there is a bonus symbol that can turn up in multiple positions and award a corresponding

prize. You can win up to 2,000x the stake. Fishin’ Pots of Gold - another Irish-themed title with lots of
winning opportunities. There is a Collect feature that can bring you a jackpot prize. Also, you’ll benefit

from free spins, multipliers and Accumulation Trail which can bring extra spins. The maximum payout is
5,000x the stake. SlotsWise Verdict. The players will find an engaging, dynamic action that follows more
of the same as on the other game that we mentioned in our review. Despite the similarities, the 9 Pots of

Gold slot at hand is fully its own thing. Even though the top payout with the wild is a rare event, the
multipliers may do your balance good if you are lucky to land anything greater than x5 with the bonus. 
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